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Overview
• Drug development in CNS is hard
• There is much less predictive science for how the drug will perform
or what dose to use
• In many CNS treatments finding a “minimum effective dose” is
important
• This means that CNS particularly benefits from the use of dose
response adaptive designs in phase 2
• There are problems of placebo response and from the risk of
unblinding however
• There are further adaptive designs that may be of use in the future
• The key message though is that CNS should not avoid adaptive
because it’s hard enough already, it should embrace adaptive
because adaptive designs can address the key risks of CNS
development

Drug development in CNS is hard
• “Since 2011, GSK, AstraZeneca and Novartis* have announced
closures of neuroscience divisions globally. Meanwhile Pfizer,
Sanofi, Janssen and Merck have begun to significantly downsize
CNS operations.” – Drug Development World 2013
• “A revival in psychiatric drug development is badly needed”
• Neurologic disorders, psychiatric disorders, and pain are considered
uniquely difficult and risky disease targets.
• neuroscience drug discovery and development suffer from limited
understanding of disease mechanisms, few predictive animal
models, few reliable translational biomarkers,
• there are unique technical hurdles, such as the necessity to
overcome the blood brain barrier for sufficient occupancy of the
molecular target in the brain.
•

*Novartis’s move is more about re-inventing CNS research as a more academically
linked operation based in Cambridge Mass.

What is particular about CNS
development?
• What is particular to neuroscience
development? Why is there an ISCTM?
– Cognitive endpoint uncertainties are high:
• Unreliability of PK/PD, uncertainty of mechanism, poor
translation from animal models – dose uncertainty
• Heterogeneity of disease – subgroup uncertainty
• Placebo response – effect size uncertainty

– Treat symptoms, not cure, use is ‘rest of life’, risk of
development at a higher than unnecessary dose

As a result
• Going into phase 2 there is high uncertainty
concerning dose & a need to avoid selecting too
high a dose.
• Possibility of type-3 error. Correctly determine
success, but draw the wrong conclusion: wrong
dose or treatment population
• But many accepted clinical endpoints are
relatively short – permitting adaptive designs
– Migraine (2 hrs), Schizophrenia (4 weeks), Pain (6
weeks), Depression (8 weeks), Stroke (13 weeks)

Enough data to adapt

400 subjects, recruited 15 per week, 12 week ramp up, 7.5% drop out, 6 week endpoint
complete data available in week recruited n/N % Still to recruit
33%
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233
0.60
42%
50%
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375
0.84
6%

Recommendation: DR adaptive
phase 2
• Use frequent adaptations, and adapt to the dose
response
• As well as adaptation use dose response modelling
• Allows
–
–
–
–

Cautious adaptation - boring
Adapt depending on amount of information
Time to get interim logistics correct
Confidence in stopping decision when it comes

• For the same sample size as a conventional 3 dose
phase 2, these designs can test 6 doses, with better
power, and a good likelihood of stopping/deciding early.

Cautious adjustment: where to
allocate next?

Plot showing the raw data and fitted treatment response
at the 4th interim, 20 weeks into the study, with 125
subjects recruited, 73 of whom have completed at this
point.

How a typical DR Adaptive
Algorithm allocates
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Cautious adjustment: where to
allocate next?

Plot showing the raw data and fitted treatment response
at the 4th interim, 20 weeks into the study, with 125
subjects recruited, 73 of whom have completed at this
point.

And at the end?

Plot showing the raw data and fitted treatment response
at the 10th interim, - trial stops for success

Stopping for success criteria
• At least 30 subjects on the dose selected
as having the maximum response
• Selected dose to have a probability that it
is the dose with the maximum response of
> 0.5
• Probability of that its response is better
than placebo > 0.985

Results
Fixed, pairwise
• Tests 3 doses
• Sample size of 360
• Type-1 error = 0.1
• Power 0.8-0.97
• Required sample size to
test 7 doses: 870

Adaptive, DR model
• Test 7 doses
• Max sample size of 360,
typical average < 300
• Type-1 error = 0.1
• Power 0.83-0.97

Problems
• Using raters or patient reported outcomes,
maintaining blind is essential - ISC
• Take steps to ensure homogeneity of subjects
over time
– Stress to investigators
– Use RBM to check enrolment consistent over time

• Excessive Pbo repsonse:
– adjust ppn on Pbo
– Stop trial early
– Borrow Pbo data form past studies

Further designs
• Adaptive enrichment – study subgroups
• Hierarchical model – study over several
indications
• Platform designs
– Continuous
– Multi-treatment
– Allocate proportional to best treatment for patient’s
subgroup
– CNS: predefined subgroups? Need to test doses?

Conclusion
• CNS development has many difficulties
• In particular less forecast of dose range,
need to dose “right”
• Dose response adaptive designs give us
the best chance to do just that.

